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D

espite the global instability and slump
in the Indian economy, the Indian
luxury industry is fighting hard to survive
and make profits. Over the past few
months, Indian luxury leaders have
observed that a consumer’s idea of luxury has
evolved. He/she is opting for holistic experiences
and just a brand name is not lure-worthy any
longer. Take, for example, the F&B industry—people
want to know if the ingredients are indigenous,
if the food items are organic or gluten-free and
what are the safety measures implemented by
the restaurant.
They want to indulge, but are looking for guilt-free
indulgence. Companies are coming up with newer
and unique services and products to offer. Take, for
example, Deepika Gehani, who collaborated with
Satya Paul to give the good old sari a new avatar or
Khushi Singh, who has redefined luxury weddings.
R ajshree Pathy has noted that people are looking
for authentic experiences – whether it’s vacations,
travel or products. Millennials, the new luxury
consumers, are looking for elegance in products
and services; which comes from the highest level of
craftsmanship and extensively researched materials,
says designer Ritu Kumar.
( Please note: T is is an u dated e e sion of uxe oo To
a
ut asn t dist i uted due to t e lo do n

“People are
looking for
authentic
experiences
– whether it’s
vacations, travel
or products”
The meaning of luxury has changed and the
new-age customers are looking for something that
is truly unique and personalised, be it a traditional
Pichwai painting or a piece of handcrafted jewellery or
an organic Ayurvedic skincare product.
To celebrate the growth of this niche industry,
we at LuxeBook, have curated a list of 50 feisty and
confident women thought leaders, who have stood
out in the ever-changing luxe market.
Let’s raise a toast to these fabulous ladies!
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Aditi Dugar

Owner & Founder | Masque and Sage & Saffron restaurants

“Organic is the
new buzzword and
menus across all
price points offer
more vegan options
than ever before”

A

diti Dugar quit a promising career in finance to
launch a small-scale catering business with her
mother. An avid baker, she managed to score an
apprenticeship with two Michelin-starred Michel Roux
Jr. at his popular restaurant Le Gavroche in London.
She spent many summers at the British capital, doing
short stints at institutions such as uma and Le Petite
Maison. A trip to San Sebastian introduced her to the
local, flavourful produce of the rich Basque region,
which is where she met Chef Prateek Sadhu.
She then teamed up with Sadhu, who is now the
executive chef at Masque, to launch the farm-totable restaurant Masque, in September 2016. A huge
promoter of indigenous food, she sources indigenous
ingredients from across India like sea buckthorn,
fiddlehead fern and hisalu berries among others.
“Today, chefs and restaurateurs are becoming
more environmentally conscious and our key
learning at Masque has been sustainability. There is
an undeniable relationship between sustainability
and success. Produce is now grown on the walls
and rooftops of dining rooms; microgreens travel
just a few metres before they’re on your plate.
Organic is the new buzzword and menus across
all price points offer more vegan options than ever
before.” Masque won the LivingFoodz Epicurean
Guild Award for Best Innovative Restaurant Concept,
Restaurant Awards 2019 for Best Restaurant of the
Year, Mumbai, among others.
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Akanksha Arora

Founder; Creative Director | Tribe Amrapali; Amrapali Jaipur

“This is an
era of positive
transformations –
eco-friendly and
budget-friendly is
the way forward”

A

kanksha Arora, the high priestess of Jaipur-based
fine jewellery brand Amrapali, a chic offshoot
of Amrapali Jewels, is making waves in the jewellery
market. Tribe, appeals to a younger audience that
enjoys the opulence of the haute joaillerie brand. Arora
has been instrumental in launching Tribe Amrapali’s
website and retail stores.
Arora has a Bachelor’s degree in Arts from the
University of Rajasthan; a three-year Diploma in
Jewellery Manufacturing, Designing, Diamond Grading
& Gemology from IIGJ, Mumbai and a Diploma in
Spanish & Youth Exchange Program from Universidad
de Toluca Mexico. The businesswoman’s interest and
love for jewellery was cemented when she married
Tarang Arora, Co-Founder of Amrapali Jewels in 2008.
Her business acumen has helped create a global
footprint, and today, the brand has 20 outlets across
six countries.
Arora played a pivotal role in launching the brand
online in March 2013 and has been instrumental in
launching two offline stores at High Street Phoenix,
Mumbai, and Select Citywalk, Delhi. “It is very
important to have affordable and sustainable luxury
offerings. With Tribe Amrapali we aim to achieve the
same by introducing better and sustainable product
choices,” says Arora. The brand now uses eco-friendly
paper for packaging, as a way to contribute to the
planet. “This is an era of positive transformations –
eco-friendly and budget-friendly is the way forward.”
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Akriti Agarwal

Ex-CEO, Thirsty Thirsty Beers, TC 7, BLiq Trading Pvt Ltd | Currently, Strategic Consultant, PureCure

“For me, a very well-crafted
product means luxury. It doesn’t
have to be a luxury brand per se
or branded as a luxury product.
If it’s of great quality and has a
high level of craftsmanship, it’s
luxury for me”

A

kriti Agarwal forayed into the Food & Beverage
industry with no formal training in the business.
She launched Happy by Thirsty in January 2017
in Mumbai, Delhi and Bengaluru, followed by the
launch of Thirsty Simona in December 2017 in the
same markets. Her ventures are known for great craft
beers and unusual cool drinks. Thereafter, the natural
progression from importing bottled and canned beer
from Europe was to run and own a microbrewery.
Agarwal opened the Super Happy Pop Up at
Barking Deer in August 2017 and that became the
starting point for Thirsty Beers on tap. Thirsty, the
microbrewery was eventually launched in November
2018, which within a year of its inception, received
many accolades. The brand swept several awards in
2019 such as the Best Bar for Cocktails by Times Food
& Nightlife Awards; Best New Bar, M id - D ay ; Finest
Bar in Mumbai at the Regional Finals of Bar Wars and
Matthew Wakeford at the bar.
“For me, a very well-crafted product means
luxury. It doesn’t have to be a luxury brand per
se or branded as a luxury product. If it’s of great
quality and has a high level of craftsmanship, it’s
luxury for me.”
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Anita Dongre

Chief Creative O cer | House of Anita Dongre

“One of the most important takeaways
from my experiences in the Indian luxury
industry is that today the concept of
luxury goes far beyond owning something
expensive. It is more about experiencing a
said luxury—much like the timeless Indian
crafts that are perfected over generations,
giving a sense of uniqueness to the wearer”

H

er design and business acumen aside, Anita
Dongre is a true champion of sustainability
and women empowerment. Her eponymous fashion
house trains and hires rural women in garment
making. She has been at the forefront of Indian
fashion for over 20 years, and her fashion house
employs over 2,700 people directly.
Dongre holds a multi-dimensional portfolio with
brands such as AND (sophisticated formal and evening
wear for women), Global Desi (India-inspired young
and colourful boho chic fashion for women) and Anita
Dongre Bridal Couture (offering luxury and artisanal
bespoke bridal couture and ready-to-wear). Her
designs showcase Indian aesthetics for the woman of
today, keeping comfort at its core. Her designs have
been worn by Kate Middleton, Hillary Clinton, Queen
Mathilde of Belgium and Sophie Trudeau.
The Anita Dongre Grassroot initiative has helped
revive dying crafts and provide a source of livelihood
to hundreds of artisans. “For us, every day is a new
lesson and we are constantly evolving to cater to the
ever-changing landscape. Having said that, one of the
most important takeaways from my experiences in
the Indian luxury industry is that today the concept of
luxury goes far beyond owning something expensive.
It is more about experiencing a said luxury—much
like the timeless Indian crafts that are perfected over
generations, giving a sense of uniqueness to the
wearer,” she says.
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Anushree Reddy
Creative Head & Owner| Anushree Reddy

“I believe that in
this thriving and
dynamic industry,
it is important to
be consistent. It’s
a fantastic time
to be a part of
this space”

H

yderabad-based designer Anushree Reddy
began her designing career in 2010, soon after
she got her MBA from Cardiff University. She started
working as a stylist and Fashion Editor with a lifestyle
magazine, and soon realised that fashion was her
forte. A self-taught designer, she made her debut at
the Lakmé Fashion Week Summer Resort Season in
2013.
Her eponymous label stands out for its bursts
of vivacious colours, glamour, and easy-to-wear
garments. Reddy believes in creating elaborate
silhouettes brewed with subtle prints and surprising
embellishments. A designer whose management
roots evolved into a serious love for fashion, she
is popular in celebrity circles. An alumna of the
London School of Economics, her Indian wear
designs are beautiful, feminine with a hint of nawabi
royalty. She often goes back to the technique
of zardozi, as a tribute to the Nizami heritage of
Hyderabad, her hometown.
“I believe that in this thriving and dynamic
industry, it is important to be consistent. It’s a
fantastic time to be a part of this space,” says the
designer, whose flagship store is in Hyderabad.
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Archana Jain
Founder & Managing Director | PR Pundit

“India is a millennial economy.
Millennials are projected to
be almost 50 per cent of
the workforce by 2025.They
seek enriching experiences as
opposed to purchasing products.
Stories trump trophies”

A

rchana Jain founded PR Pundit in 1998. The
Public Relations company has a massive team
across India that goes beyond the traditional way of
working and focuses on storytelling.
PR
Pundit
has
successfully
managed
communications for luxury brands Mo t Hennessy,
Swarovski, Gucci, Ferragamo, Tod’s, Christian
Louboutin, Estée Lauder, Bobbi Brown, Jo Malone
London, Burberry and Ralph Lauren. It’s also India’s
first PR company to have won a Gold PR Lion at
Cannes 2017 for its campaign for ITC Savlon.
Jain has around 30 years of experience in
this profession and has been recognised for her
contribution at key platforms. She was part of
the global PR jury at Dubai Lynx 2017 and Spikes
Asia in 2019 and chaired luxury collaborations at
ASSOCHAM’s 5th India Luxury Summit. She has been
featured amongst the 100 most influential people in
the fashion industry by Gr az ia I nd ia in 2019.
“India is a millennial economy. Millennials
are projected to be almost 50 per cent of the
workforce by 2025. They seek enriching experiences
as opposed to purchasing products. Stories trump
trophies,” says Jain.
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Arja Shridhar

Director & Co-Partner | Indianapoli Hospitality

“The main lesson
has been to stay
authentic and real.
At both Gustoso and
Rue du Liban, we have
remained true to the
roots of Italian and
Levantine cuisines”

A

rja Shridhar grew up in a food-loving family and
never missed an opportunity to watch her father
cook up a storm in the kitchen. She was his official
food taster, which helped her understand flavour
profiles and varied cuisines from a young age. Before
she co-partnered with Indianapoli Hospitality, she
assisted her father in making documentaries and ad
films and also worked as a voice-over artiste.
An avid traveller, she has been to many
countries, relished various cuisines, and foraged
local ingredients. This is when she realised that she
wanted a career in the hospitality industry. So in
2012, Shridhar, along with her two friends founded
Indianapoli Hospitality to provide authentic global
cuisines. In the same year, she started Pizza Metro
Pizza to offer an authentic taste of Southern Italy
and crafted the first Neapolitan pizzas, which was
rebranded as Gustoso in 2015. Motivated with the
success of Gustoso, she launched Rue du Liban that
offers flavours from the Levant region.
“The main lesson has been to be authentic. At
both Gustoso and Rue du Liban, we have remained
true to the roots of Italian and Levantine cuisines
respectively. Levantine food culture goes back to the
Bedouins and we have sourced our recipes from their
early past, but created a more contemporary version
for our diners,” she says.
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Avni Biyani
Concept Head | Foodhall

“The luxury market in India
is evolving constantly and
the customer is teaching you
something new every day.
Our target consumer is welltravelled, and is keen to find
the same kinds of global
experiences they enjoy abroad
at home as well”

A

vni Biyani joined Foodhall in 2011, which today
has become India’s largest gourmet stores.
The youngest daughter of business tycoon Kishore
Biyani of the Future Group, she is also a part of
Future Group’s Integrated Food Strategy Council.
The 30-year-old managed to offer an exhaustive
range of offerings, right from daily essentials to exotic
foods, and premium fresh and packaged foods in
international and Indian cuisines. Currently, Foodhall
now has seven stores across India.
“The luxury market in India is evolving constantly
and the customer is teaching you something new
every day. Our target consumer is well-travelled, and
is keen to find the same kinds of global experiences
they enjoy abroad at home as well. It’s a constant
journey to develop the right kinds of world-class
culinary experiences and offerings that we know
our clientele appreciates, while understanding their
feasibility in a developing market.”
Graduated in Sociology & Politics from New York
University, she has a keen interest in liberal arts and
humanities. She developed an interest in the food
segment while attending culinary classes at NYU. She
also ventured in the fashion segment, by working
closely to launch Future Group’s fashion label called
Cover Story. A connoisseur of food and global cuisine,
Biyani keenly observes selling patterns and customer
expectations.
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Brinda Somaya

Principal Architect | Somaya & Kalappa Consultants

“For different people luxury
means different things. In
modern times it is what goes
into a specified space that might
define luxury, rather than the
simplicity of the space itself ”

PIC: SOMAYA AND KALAPPA CONSULTANTS SNK

A
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rchitect and urban conservationist, Somaya has
over four decades of experience in the field of
architecture and conservation. She established her
firm Somaya & Kalappa Consultants (SNK) in 1978 and
has since designed several award-winning projects.
These
include
institutional
campuses,
rehabilitation of an earthquake-torn village and
restoration of an 18th century cathedral. Masterplanning and building design of multiple corporate
and educational campuses has become one of her
areas of expertise. The Tata Consultancy Services,
Banyan Park, Mumbai; Nalanda International School,
Vadodara; and ensar Technologies, Pune are some
of her projects.
She is also the recipient of an Honorary Doctorate
from her alma mater, Smith College and was awarded
the Indian Institute of Architects – Baburao Mhatre
Gold Medal for Lifetime Achievement. In the same
year, she was appointed the Chairperson of the Board
of Governors, School of Planning and Architecture,
Vijayawada – an institute of national importance.
“For different people luxury means different
things. In modern times, it is what goes into a
specified space that might define luxury rather than
the simplicity of the space itself,” says Somaya.

Bespoke masterpieces that celebrate
the art of adorning oneself

F-564 Near Qutub Minar,
Lado Sarai, New Delhi -110030
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Deepika Gehani

Senior Vice President-PR, Marketing & Design | Reliance Brands Limited

“Our customers are
spread across India
and we have to find
them in different
pockets. Investing in
e-commerce is the only
way to reach them”

D

eepika’s interest in the world of art and design
began at an early age of 19. After graduating
from HR College of Commerce and Economics
(Mumbai), she studied Design, Heritage of Indian
Fabrics & Age-old Embroidery Techniques from
Rachana Sansad Academy, whilst honing her skills at
her mother’s fashion house. In 2000, she launched
her own label in Mumbai and Delhi, which sold
extensively across Ensemble, Kimaaya, Ffolio, Ogaan
and Samsaara. The fashionista’s design experience
and style sense came in handy when she co-founded
Genesis Luxury in 2009.
With over 25 years of experience, she is a
consultant to Satya Paul, helping the brand create
a new avatar. Gehani has helped Bottega Veneta,
Giorgio Armani, Michael Kors, Paul Smith, Jimmy
Choo, TUMI, Coach, Villeroy & Boch grow in the
Indian market.
“Our customers are spread across India and we
have to find them in different pockets. Investing
in e-commerce is the only way to reach them.”
At Reliance Brands Limited, she handles brand
marketing strategies for many international luxury
brands. Shuttling her time between Mumbai and
Delhi, she focuses on business development for the
brands and nurtures them with her expertise in the
Indian design retail market. She recently received the
‘I Am Woman’ award for her for work in the field of
luxury and fashion.
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Dinaz Madhukar

Ex Vice-President, DLF Luxury | Currently, Chief Commercial O cer, Adani Airports

“In the last few
months, at least
three big brands have
visited India and three
more are expected in
the coming months”

A

stalwart in the Indian hospitality and luxury
domain, Dinaz Madhukar has carved a niche
for herself in the fast-changing luxury retail space.
With over 25 years of operational experience with
The Taj Group of Hotels, she led multiple functions
with her final posting as the General Manager of the
Taj Connemara.
She worked with the DLF group for a decade,
where she was responsible for providing executive
leadership and management for DLF’s Luxury
Hospitality and Retail including The Chanakya, DLF
Restaurants and DLF Emporio, which included the
iconic SET’ , MKT and NOI. In addition to this, she
was also responsible for the management of the
hospitality vertical of DLF that included The Lodhi.
She recently joined the Adani Group and is
excited to work on several new airports, where she
will be part of creating something long-term from the
inception.
“After the initial policy changes, the Indian
Luxury Market is seeing steady growth and in the
last few months I have seen a renewed interest in
major international luxury brands wanting to enter
India as their potential growth market. In the last
few months, at least three big brands have visited
India and three more are expected in the coming
months,” she says.
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Divya Suri Singh & Deeksha Suri
Executive Directors | The Lalit Suri Hospitality Group

“The concept of luxury is changing
rapidly today. Guests seek out
experiences which are holistic, that
range from authentic quality to rich
heritage, and seamless service. True
luxury today is experiential”

D

ivya Suri Singh and Deeksha Suri are keeping
their father, Mr Lalit Suri’ s legacy alive. The elder
of the two, Divya Suri Singh, a law graduate from
King’ s College, London, had trained and worked under
the tutelage of late Arun Jaitley and Mukul R ohatgi
for over eight years. A trained classical dancer, Singh
leads the Legal and Company Affairs of The Lalit Suri
Hospitality Group. A member of The Delhi High Court
Bar Association, she has been a Member of Young
Presidents’ Organization (YPO) since 2014. “The
concept of luxury is changing rapidly today. Guests
seek out experiences which are holistic, that range
from authentic quality to rich heritage, and seamless
service. True luxury today is experiential,” says Singh.
Deeksha, a postgraduate in Business Management
from the London School of Economics, took charge
of the Group in 2009. As its Executive Director, she
spearheads the key verticals of Sales and Revenue
Optimisation, Human Relations, People Management
and Learning and Development. Suri heads the
Internal Audit functions across the 14 operational
properties, in India and one in London. “Luxury
travel is no longer about coveted brands or chic
destinations, but it is about being responsible for the
place,” says Suri.
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Elisha Saigal

Founder & CEO | El Sol Strategic Consultants

“Sustainability is the wave of the future
and conscious consumerism is changing
luxury brands for the better.This year
we launched a world-renowned luxury
brand in the hair care segment in
India; its beauty philosophy is rooted in
sustainability across the spectrum”

W

ith 16 years of experience in the communications and consulting industry, the 34-year-old
entrepreneur founded El Sol Strategic Consultants,
which launches brands with a holistic approach.
She has an in-depth understanding of brands,
which comes from early experiences of working for
a sanitary pad brand, followed by a year-long stint
with Divya Thakur’s Design Temple, while studying
mass media.
It was at Design Temple that Saigal honed her
design skills and converted an internship to a fulltime job. After working for five years at a PR agency,
she started El Sol. She has nurtured brands like Anita
Dongre, Amrapali Jaipur, architect Ashiesh Shah, High
Street Phoenix, Massive Restaurants Pvt. Ltd., Qua
Natural Mineral Water, Saaksha & Kinni, Scootsy, Sula
Vineyards, Tham Hospitality and Vu Televisions.
Currently, the multi-faceted woman manages
a team of 45 across Mumbai, Delhi and Bengaluru.
“Sustainability is the wave of the future and conscious
consumerism is changing luxury brands for the better.
This year we launched a world-renowned luxury
brand in the hair care segment in India; its beauty
philosophy is rooted in sustainability across the
spectrum. We also launched a cruelty-free cosmetics
brand in the country,” she says
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Falguni Nayar
Founder & CEO | Nykaa com

“Luxury is relative,
but broadly, it
encapsulates the
freedom to just
be and own the
spotlight; just what
Nykaa stands for”

A

s an investment banker for 25 years, Nayar has
worked with Kotak Mahindra Bank in London and
New York, before returning to India as the Managing
Director of Kotak Mahindra Capital Company. She
gave up her successful career in finance and in 2012,
launched the e-commerce platform, Nykaa.com.
Today, the beauty retailer offers over 1,000 brands
across make-up, skincare, haircare and wellness.
Catering to both luxe and mass markets, the
biggest differentiator of the Nykaa is the wide variety
of Indian and international brands on its platform,
with the team scouring the globe to trace the latest
beauty innovations. Nayar introduced the leading
K-beauty brands Innisfree, The Face Shop, Laneige,
Tony Moly as well as Ahava, which offers the best of
Dead Sea mineral skincare. And expanded its luxury
portfolio by introducing Huda Beauty, M.A.C, Clinique,
Estée Lauder, Sigma Beauty and Bobbi Brown, taking
these brands online for the first time in India. “Luxury
is relative, but broadly, it encapsulates the freedom to
just be and own the spotlight; just what Nykaa stands
for,” says Nayar.
She opened offline stores too, and has 41 stores
across India. She was listed in F or tune I nd ia’ s 50 Most
Powerful Women in Business in 2018, was awarded
the ‘Woman Ahead’ award at the E T Startup Awards
2017, and was named the ‘Beauty Game Changer’ at
the Vogue India Beauty Awards 2017.
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Farah Khan Ali

Founder & Jewellery Designer | Farah Khan Fine Jewels

“In today’s frenetic world, time
is the greatest luxury. Discerning
customers are not looking for a
confusing array of choices, but
for sharply edited, thoughtfully
crafted design experiences.We
bring a touch of the opulence, a
splash of the extraordinary into
everyday experiences”

O

ver two decades since she ventured in the
jewellery business, her bejewelled pieces are
flaunted by celebrities like Beyoncé, Serena Williams,
Kareena Kapoor Khan and Sania Mirza. Her brand
is known for its fluid lines and intricate detailing. In
2018, to celebrate 25 years in the jewellery design
space , she launched a monogram collection Aayat,
which now marks and inspires her eponymous label.
She has been featured on many magazine covers,
she has also been featured in a UK-based digital
algorithm on Twitter of the world’s topmost 250
Influencers alongside prominent women like Hillary
Clinton and Oprah Winfrey. She pursued a course in
Gemology from the Gemological Institute of America,
California and thinks that the luxury space in India
has evolved drastically and that today there are more
luxury brands in the market than a few years ago.
“When you pause time, you experience luxury.
And when luxury is exaggerated, you get opulence.
In today’s frenetic world, time is the greatest luxury.
Discerning customers are not looking for a confusing
array of choices, but for sharply edited, thoughtfully
crafted design experiences. We bring a touch of the
opulence, a splash of the extraordinary into everyday
experiences, whether it’s with our jewels, fashionable
pret collections, our gold-plated tableware or scented
candles in bejewelled keepsake jars,” she says.
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SPECIAL FEATUR E

Jewels
Historical

With a rich legacy that goes back many
centuries, Bhuramal Rajmal Surana (Mfrs)
are creators of the finest Kundan —
Meena and Mughal jewellery.

M

aharaja Jai Singh II (1700 – 1743 AD), popularly
known as Sawai Jai Singh, with his renaissance
personality helped Jaipur to emerge as a multifaceted
city. A man with highly refined taste, it was he who
invited the Suranas to Jaipur in acknowledgment of the
family’s dedication to the Kundan art form and their
ability in designing timeless pieces of art.
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As time passed, the city emerged as an unrivalled
centre for Kundan and Meenakari, exhibiting artistic
vigour and proficiency. As for the Suranas, they became
pioneers of the craft, and today are regarded as creators
of the finest traditional Mughal jewellery.
Jewellery in India has been based upon many facts
of culture, of its people, and has been an inspiration

SPECIAL FEATUR E

and solace to the wearer and beholder. Sculptors and
painters have transgressed boundaries between the real,
the ideal and the imaginary, profusely embellishing their
images with ornaments. In fact, gold and gemstones
were a source of enchanting visual metaphors to
numerous classic Indian writers.
There is no dearth of jewellers in Rajasthan, but if
you have authentic Meenakari in mind, the one place
you should definitely visit is the Bhuramal Rajmal
Surana (Mfrs) store located at Jawahar Lal Nehru Road.
The Suranas’ expertise in crafting exquisite Kundan
Meena jewellery, which goes eight generations back to
the time of Maharaja Sawai Jai Singh II.
The Maharaja was said to have been so enamoured
with the Suranas’ exquisite jewellery, he invited them
to relocate to Jaipur, in the early
eighteenth century. Patronised thus
by the royalty, including the Mughals,
down the centuries, the Suranas today
not only boast of a legacy of crafting
iconic jewellery, but also pioneering the
Kundan and Meenakari arts. The royal
patronage may be a thing of the past,
but the Suranas continue to enthral
distinguished customers with the finest
jewellery even today.
“The Suranas have been in the
jewellery trade since 1735,” says
Pracheer Surana, talking about the

brand’s journey through the centuries. “The brand
Bhuramal Rajmal Surana (Mfrs), however, came into
existence only after Independence, when the Maharajas
and royals reduced their patronage. Hence, the Suranas
started employing their expertise to craft fine jewellery
for everyone, and not just royalty.”
The Kundan Meena forms of jewellery basically use
classic patterns which reflect the traditional designs and
motifs of Rajasthan and also draw on its majestic forts,
palaces and architecture. Catering to the ever-changing
preferences and tastes of customers, and keeping
the basics same, the Suranas continue to enrich their
collection every year. This, of course, involves decisions
with clients and repeated experimentations and trails
with new concepts.
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SPECIAL FEATURE

Celebrity Clientele

The dexterity and finesse of their
jewellery has won them top-of-theline clients, right from Rajmata Gayatri
Devi to Lady Diana, Princess Michael
of Kent, and top Bollywood actors like
Rekha, Hema Malini, Jaya Bachchan,
Twinkle Khanna, Kareena Kapoor Khan
and Karishma Kapoor. Among the
corporate giants, the Mittals, Goenkas,
Modis, Sekhsariyas, Ambanis and
Munjals all patronise Bhuramal Rajmal
Surana (Mfrs).

Contact: Mr. Pracheer Surana
D–68, J.L.N. Road, Near Police
Memorial, Jaipur - 302004.
Tel: 0141-2570428/29/30/31
Email: pracheer@suranas.com
Website: www.suranas.com
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“These constant interactions with clients of
all age groups help us to understand their needs,
whereupon we try to incorporate their visions and
concepts as much as we can,” explains Pracheer Surana.
The manufacturing process, however, integrates the
expertise and timeless practises of five different kinds
of craftsmen: the designer (chitera), the goldsmith
(sunar), the engraver and the enameller (minakar), the
gemsetter (jadiya) and finally, the stringer (patua).
“The contribution of these craftsmen is
immesuarable because the value of Mughal jewellery
is determined as much by its delicate enamelling and
design as by the intrinsic worth of the gemstones and
gold used.” The Bhuramal Rajmal Surana (Mfrs)’s
customers understandably come from all corners of
the globe. As a brand, it enjoys rare privilege among
connoisseurs
and distinctive
customers, and as
craftsmen, they
are regarded as
creators of the
finest Meena,
Kundan and
Mughal jewellery.

Gauri Devidayal
Director | Food Matters India Pvt Ltd

“The consumer
today is more
discerning of
quality and
willing to pay a
premium, but
equally conscious
of sustainability”

A

law graduate from the University College London
and a fellow of the Institute of Chartered
Accountants England & Wales, Gauri Devidayal
worked as a tax consultant in London, before joining
the hospitality business. In 2011, with her husband
Jay Yousuf, she started The Table in Mumbai.
She has completed the WSET courses Level III
with a distinction. She has been on the jury panel of
the India Wine Awards for the last two years and is
the only woman on the Managing Committee of the
National Restaurant Association India. She set up The
Table Farm in Alibaug, a farm-to-table initiative in
2016 and she Co-founded Magazine Street Kitchen,
an experimental kitchen space in Byculla, home to
their bakery – Mag St Bread Co.
Last year, she partnered with Neighbourhood
Hospitality and opened Miss T, a South-East Asian
fine dining restaurant and cocktail lounge in Colaba.
Most recently, Devidayal co-hosted a podcast called
The Colaba Cartel, a show on what goes into the
making of a restaurant in Mumbai. “The consumer
today is more discerning of quality and willing to pay
a premium, but equally conscious of sustainability. So
while the market is wide open for luxury brands to
enter India, they should know that they will be held to
a high standard of social responsibility, as consumers
become more aware of the social, environmental and
ethical impact of their purchase choices.”
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Guneeta Kapoor

Communications Head | Kapoor Watch & Company

“The last one year has seen an
influx of younger consumers in
the luxury watches segment.
I feel that they are more
passionate and ambitious.This
can be credited to the growing
entrepreneurial culture in the
country. It is a good sign for
the industry”

G

uneeta Kapoor is responsible for marketing
and communications at one of India’s most
respected retailers of Swiss watches, Kapoor Watch
& Company. The company came into existence in
1967 and showcases a host of haute brands horology
such as Breitling, Chopard, Hublot, Audemars Piguet,
Omega and Roger Dubuis, among many others.
Kapoor focuses is on digital marketing, as she feels
that the virtual world will slowly take over traditional,
print and outdoor.
The socialite also hosts niche events at the store
to stay in touch with her affluent clientele. Kapoor
thinks that one needs to find new ideas every single
day to stay relevant in the business of luxury—a
fresh perspective is crucial. Watches are her choice
of indulgence and she hopes to see the company
establishing a strong presence across India. “The last
one year has seen an influx of younger consumers in
the luxury watches segment. I feel that they are more
passionate and ambitious. This can be credited to the
growing entrepreneurial culture in the country. It is a
good sign for the industry.”
Her vision is to keep the brand’s legacy alive in
the minds of consumers. She points out that having
three generations invested in one business, with the
sole aim of taking it to bigger heights, through sheer
passion and love for watches, is no easy feat.
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Jagdip Jagpal
Fair Director| India Art Fair

“Over two incredible years as the Director
at India Art Fair, I have come to realise
how important it is to set out a clear
strategy and stick to it.We have worked
doubly hard to ensure that gallery
presentations and the broader programme
of talks, performances and collateral
exhibitions are of the highest quality”

W

ith over 30 years of experience, Jagdip Jagpal
has made a name for herself in India and
abroad. A well known name in the field of art and
culture, publishing and media, luxury and fashion
industry; she now helms the India Art Fair. She
manages strategic enhancement of the fair, as well as
expansion activities.
An expert in the South Asian Art, Jagpal is
a former trustee of the Wallace Collection and
Almeida Theatre, London; an advisor to the New Art
Exchange, Nottingham, UK; served as a senior project
coordinator at the Whitworth Art Gallery, UK, and
worked as the international programme manager at
Tate, UK.
“Over two incredible years as the Director at India
Art Fair, I have come to realise how important it is to
set out a clear strategy and stick to it. We have worked
doubly hard to ensure that gallery presentations and
the broader programme of talks, performances and
collateral exhibitions are of the highest quality,” says
Jagpal. She is committed to make the fair a must-see
event for visitors interested in engaging with South
Asia’s cultural scene.
Since 2012, the art expert has been on the
Development Board of the Royal College of Art,
London, serves as a Governor at the London School
of Economics, is a member of the Confederation of
Indian Industry (CII) Task Force for Arts and Culture, a
not-for-profit, industry-led organisation working with
Government on policy.
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Karyna Bajaj
Executive Director | KA Hospitality

“The diners over the years, have
become extremely discerning
and are looking for far more
than just great food.They want
a wholesome experience that
will not only make them have a
great time, but also get them to
come back for more”

K

aryna Bajaj joined her family’s restaurant business
in July 2016 and has since been instrumental
in expanding the national footprint of acclaimed
restaurants like Hakkasan and Yauatcha. The young
Bajaj focuses on business strategy and has ensured
that these brands are at par with their international
counterparts, while offering experiences that
resonate with the local gourmand.
Bajaj has a Bachelor’s degree in Communication
and Business Strategy from Emerson College, Boston,
and is an alumna of Aiglon College Switzerland. She
believes in creating spaces that are approachable,
which serve food that is comforting, yet fun. In
2017, the restaurateur launched Nara Thai. Her
latest venture is CinCin, an Italian diner and bar,
is a step towards building homegrown brands. An
Italian restaurant, it is a unique concept focussed on
Venetian Cicchetti, handmade pasta and wine.
“The diners over the years, have become
extremely discerning and are looking for far more than
just great food. They want a wholesome experience
that will not only make them have a great time, but
also get them to come back for more,” she says.
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Kavita Chaudhary
Design Director | Jaipur Rugs

“The fundamental
definition of luxury has
changed completely.
While quality is
paramount, a brand’s
simplicity, commitment
and responsiveness have
become the defining drivers
of its influence and success”

A

graduate in Textile Design from the School of the
Art Institute of Chicago in the US (2006), Kavita
marries old rug designs with modern aesthetics
to add magic to her designs and products, carving
a niche for herself. She works in tandem with the
weavers who live in the rural landscape, lending an
organic and sublime feel to the rugs.
“The fundamental definition of luxury has
changed completely. While quality is paramount, a
brand’s simplicity, commitment and responsiveness
have become the defining drivers of its influence
and success,” says Kavita. One of the most plausible
innovations of the brand is the one that taps into the
potential of the weavers, called the Artisan Originals.
Under the brand’s tutelage, rural women weavers got
to design their own rugs, which gave a global platform
to the rustic and unadulterated fashion from the
villages of India. “The designs have to tell a story and
build a sense of community to stay in the forefront of
the customer’s mind,” she says.
After the brand established itself in the B2B
space, it was a natural transition to enter the B2C
segment. By being in this new space, Jaipur Rugs got
the opportunity to connect the grassroot crafts with
the urban consumer and helped protect the age-old
art of rug-making from extinction. Kavita has won
the German Design Award (2016, 2017 and 2018),
European Product Design Award (2018) among
several others.
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Khushi Singh

Associate Vice President | Events & Experience, Percept ICE

“My experiences in this industry
have led me to the belief, that
truly, luxury is in the finer details.
Luxury is not about being over
the top or ostentatious.To the
contrary, for me, luxury is a state
of mind achieved by embracing
the belief that less is more”

K

hushi Singh has a Bachelor’s degree in
Management Studies from the University of
Mumbai and has a Master’s in Fashion & Luxury Brand
Management from Istituto Marangoni in Milan. She
started her career at Percept Limited and managed
a diverse portfolio. As part of Percept/H, the flagship
advertising agency of Percept, she strategised
brand campaigns for FedEx, Aamby Valley City,
Ditto TV and Panasonic; and was instrumental
in developing a strategy plan for the company’s
intellectual property, Sunburn.
In 2014, as the Vice President – Percept Weddings,
she handled numerous high-profile weddings,
and in 2016, she headed the Luxury & Weddings
division of Percept ICE. Some of the projects she
managed, included the Puravankara wedding in
Bengaluru, the Vellodi & Reddy wedding in Chennai,
the Agarwal wedding in Mumbai, the Aqeel wedding
in Chennai, the Gupta wedding in Jaipur, Lord Paul’s
grandson - Akhil Paul’s wedding in Budapest, and
the wedding of Tanya Ganwani and Rajiv Varma in
Montreux, Switzerland.
“Luxury means different things to different people,
and as a luxury event manager, one needs to adjust one’s
approach and perspective while working on different
projects. My experiences in this industry have led me to
the belief, that truly, luxury is in the finer details. Luxury
is not about being over the top or ostentatious. To the
contrary, for me, luxury is a state of mind achieved by
embracing the belief that less is more,” she says.
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Krésha Bajaj
Creative Director | Krésha Bajaj

“Being in the luxury market in
India is extremely different from
the international luxury market;
people tend to make you change
certain aspects of the outfit
because they are paying a certain
price. My biggest learning is to
not compromise on my quality,
detailing and maintaining the
brand’s standard”

W

ith an experience of over a decade, Krésha
Bajaj’s name has become synonymous with
the love story lehenga. Daughter of Kishor Bajaj and
wife of jeweller Vanraj Zaveri, she grew up in a family
that has been a pioneer in bespoke wear. At the age
of four she had started sketching her ideas and her
father’s tailoring shop had become her playground!
She went on to study at some of the most prestigious
colleges—London College of Fashion, Parsons in
New York and Paris and Fashion Institute of Design &
Merchandising in Los Angeles.
On her return to Mumbai, the designerentrepreneur launched her e-commerce website,
Koëcsh. For her wedding, Bajaj designed her bridal
outfit that had her special memories with her
husband, embroidered on the lehenga, which gave
birth to the love story lehenga. This kickstarted a
new trend and even Samantha Ruth Prabhu and
Shloka Mehta, got Bajaj to embroider their respective
love stories on their wedding outfits. She launched
her store in Bandra in 2018 and now the label also
includes a make-to-order kidswear line.
“Being in the luxury market in India is extremely
different from the international luxury market; people
tend to make you change certain aspects of the outfit
because they are paying a certain price. My biggest
learning is to not compromise on my quality, detailing
and maintaining the brand’s standard,” she says.
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Madhulika Dhall

Founder-Director | La Cave

“Apart from having
changed the way people
shop for wine and spirits
in India, La Cave has truly
created that relevance
and emotion for people,
which they relate with
wine, when they think of
us. And that is priceless”

F

rom a PR professional to a radio jockey, Dhall
has donned many hats, but she has always been
passionate about wine. So, when her husband Aman
Dhall, owner of Brindco, one of India’s largest wines
and spirits distributors in the country, bought a space
in Select City Mall in South Delhi, they started a new
flagship store for the brand La Cave—where people
can savour a new way of buying wine.
The store opened its doors to the public in
2015 and has established itself as the go-to store
for wine enthusiasts in the Capital. The idea behind
it was to build a platform where she could connect
with consumers and help shed any pretensions that
impeded the enjoyment of wine. It is a boutique,
which has a welcoming environment, where women
can shop without being judged. For women, it’s a
space where they can purchase wine and liquor
without being patronised.
Winner of The delWine Top Ten Indian Women
of Wine (WOW) Award 2019, she has recently
established another 5,000 square ft uber-cool retail
store in Bengaluru, stocking 350 labels of fine wine,
spirits and beer from across the world. “Apart from
having changed the way people shop for wine
and spirits in India, La Cave has truly created that
relevance and emotion for people, which they
relate with wine, when they think of us. And that
is priceless.”
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Mallika Tarkas Parekh
Owner I Physique 57 India

“We live in times today where health
and wellness is the rage. Amidst the
products and services that have the
health halo, I’m very confident and
proud to say that Physique
57 delivers”

A

businesswoman, a medical science professional
and a public health graduate, Mallika Parekh’s
Physique 57 is an Indian franchise of the reputed barre
fitness brand in the US. The studio that she opened
in April 2018 in Four Seasons Residences, Worli, is
dedicated to the ballet-inspired fitness regime that
uses a ballet bar, yoga mats, hand weights, exercise
balls and resistance bands.
In 2015, she founded Valiance Healthcare System
in Mumbai, which aims to offer the best-in-class
specialised and disease-focused hospitals, with a
special emphasis on women’s health. The fitness
lover has double Masters in Medical Science and
Public Health from the University of Medicine and
Dentistry of New Jersey in 2012 and Boston University
Medical School in 2007.
Parekh spent her career studying and researching
medical science, helping hospitals in America
implement best practice management principles
and increase clinical efficiency, before she moved to
Mumbai in 2015.
“We live in times today where health and wellness
is the rage. Amidst the products and services that
have the health halo, I’m very confident and proud
to say that Physique 57 delivers,” says Parekh. The
studio trainers go through a rigorous programme and
credentialing process at the headquarters in New
York City.
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Masaba Gupta

Founder & Fashion Designer | House of Masaba

“Luxury to me is comfort
and freedom”

U

PIC: NYKAA

nconventional and bold, Masaba Gupta has
been a strong voice in India’s fashion industry
and loves her workouts, make-up and clothes. Her
funky ethnic sarees score full marks for being ultra
glamorous and are a hit with Bollywood denizens.
Luxury aficionado, fashion queen and designer,
Gupta launched her brand House of Masaba in 2009,
which blends her cultural identity with modern style.
The brand with its stylish ensembles aims to bridge
the gap between haute and prêt couture. “The one
style mantra I swear by is that less is more. And, I
always highlight either my lips or eyes. My style is very
relaxed and laid-back. It can’t be anything too clingy,”
says Gupta. “Luxury to me is comfort and freedom,”
she adds.
In January 2020, Gupta launched a collection
called ‘I Will Wear Out Plastic’, as part of the United
Nations Environment Programme (India) and Ogilvy
India campaign. This campaign aims to phase out the
use of single-use plastic and her collection has outfits
with detachable bags.
Over the years, Gupta's label has forayed into
menswear, fashion, jewellery, swimwear and beauty.
In August 2019, she collaborated with Nykaa to create
a line of lipsticks and nail polishes.
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Minal Vazirani
President & Co-Founder | Saffronart

"What we continually see through our
auctions and events is the high quality,
fine artistic skill, and exquisite jewellery
design that has been the hallmark of
Indian creativity over these centuries"

M

inal Vazirani co-founded Saffronart in 2000
and has been instrumental in making the
company a coveted Indian auction house. She
has been involved in strategic planning, business
development, technology and finance of the company
and responsible for establishing and expanding
Saffronart's presence in Mumbai, New York and
London. The company forayed into new businesses
like jewellery, textiles and other collectables under
her leadership and she has been responsible for
curating, planning and organising exhibitions of
Indian art in India and abroad.
Vazirani frequently speaks at various Indian
contemporary art events as an industry expert, and
has served several industry organisations. She has
been on the board of advisors to the Friends of
Sir JJ School of Art Trust and Time Out magazine India
and has also co-chaired the FICCI committee on Arts
and Business.
“What we continually see through our auctions
and events is the high quality, fine artistic skill,
and exquisite jewellery design that has been the
hallmark of Indian creativity over these centuries.
The continuum of these ideas, techniques and
philosophies is what makes works by artists and
artisans from India and South Asia highly coveted and
unique,” says Vazirani.
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Mira Kulkarni

Chief Managing Director | Forest Essentials India

“Luxury brands must consistently
communicate their vision to their
employees across levels and across
departments.The employees
must be empowered with a deep
understanding of the value they are
providing to customers.This will enable
them to create deeper, emotional
connections with their customers”

G

iven that her hometown is tucked away in the
Tehri Garhwal region of Uttarakhand, which is
the hub of Ayurveda in India, the runaway success
of Mira Kulkarni’s homegrown luxe Ayurveda brand
Forest Essentials was foretold. She has worked with
vaids and modern biochemists to create Forest
Essentials, which keeps intact the inherent benefits of
ancient traditions.
Forest Essentials is the result of natural
ingredients, time-tested formulas and her passion
to create high-quality Indian products that keep
the inherent properties of Ayurveda intact, yet
pleasurable to use. Luxe beauty made in India has
always been the vision. Started with only one store
in Delhi in 2004, the brand today has 55+ standalone
stores in 18 cities across the nation. What came as
a surprise, is the good performance and the positive
response from the Tier-II cities. “Luxury brands
must consistently communicate their vision to their
employees across levels and across departments.
The employees must be empowered with a deep
understanding of the value they are providing to
customers. This will enable them to create deeper,
emotional connections with their customers.”
As a successful entrepreneur and leader, Kulkarni
was listed in Fortune India’s ‘Most Powerful Women
In Business’ consecutively from 2011 to 2018.
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Neha Gupta

Founder; Co-Founder | Beyond Designs Home and Bistro; Beyond Designs

“The Indian luxury industry is
a demanding and challenging
industry that is ever-evolving.The
one important lesson that I have
learnt working in this space is to
constantly upgrade the level of
work and use materials that keep
the luxury quotient high”

A

rchitect and interior designer Neha Gupta cofounded luxury furniture, home accessories
and interiors solution brand Beyond Designs in 2000
in Delhi, and in January this year, launched Beyond
Designs Home and Bistro. This new vertical of Beyond
Designs is housed within its flagship store in Sultanpur.
The boutique retails high-end furniture pieces that
have valuable stones, mirrors, metals, crystals, semiprecious inlay, gold and silver leaves on them.
The store specialises in custom-made furniture
and has an in-house unit dedicated to soft furnishings,
glass and metal works. Gupta loves experimenting
with designs and art, and has a strong sense of
aesthetics, which is reflected in her designs.
The bistro was a result of Gupta’s fascination
with the shopping-cum-dining concept that’s popular
abroad. Her extensive travels culminated in the form
of Beyond Designs Home and Bistro. It has Frenchinspired interiors and offers modern European and
Asian cuisines like Bistro Special Noodles basket with
Chicken & Lamb; and Sumac flavoured Foxtail Millet
Breakfast Pilaf on beetroot hash.
“The Indian luxury industry is a demanding and
challenging industry that is ever-evolving. The one
important lesson that I have learnt working in this
space is to constantly upgrade the level of work and
use materials that keep the luxury quotient high,”
says Gupta.
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Pernia Qureshi

Founder | Pernia Qureshi Brands and Pernia’s Pop-Up Shop

“In a market that is
saturated with so many
options, it is vital to have
a story and sensibility
that sets one apart and
that fulfils a unique need
of the consumer”

S

he may have majored in Criminal Justice from
George Washington University, USA, but Pernia
Qureshi found her calling in fashion. She interned
with publications such as Elle and Harper’s Bazaar
and her first job was as a costume designer on the
sets of Sonam Kapoor-starrer Aisha in 2010. In 2012,
she launched her e-commerce venture – Pernia’s
Pop-Up Shop, a shopping portal featuring clothes and
accessories by Masaba Gupta, Manish Malhotra and
Anita Dongre as well as Qureshi’s eponymous label.
The website also offers styled looks and howto videos. Qureshi has penned what she’s best at in
her first fashion style guide ‘Be Stylish with Pernia
Qureshi’, published by Random House India. She has
received formal training in Kuchipudi dance, from
Raja-Radha Reddy, and she embodied her talent to
the courtesan’s role she played in Muzzaffar Ali’s film
Jaanisaar (2015).
“I have learnt that differentiation is king when
trying to sell luxury items to customers. In a market
that is saturated with so many options, it is vital
to have a story and sensibility that sets one apart
and that fulfils a unique need of the consumer.
Differentiation can be achieved by the product itself
or even by the way it is marketed. If the visuals and
content of the product can resonate with consumers
as something fresh and new, you will most likely have
a winner,” she says.
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Pooja Singhal

Curator & Founder | Pichvai Tradition & Beyond

“What has been
surprising to see is that
even the consumer of
luxury, usually from the
wealthy segment of the
society is price is sensitive.
Consumers will always
look for a product that
justifies the cost, be it
luxury or not”

A

cultural and creative entrepreneur, an activist
curator, an art interventionist and an art lover,
Pooja Singhal has become synonymous with Pichvai
art. This traditional form of painting has always been
integral to Singhal’s life, as she grew up in Udaipur,
which is the epicentre of this art form.
This Rajasthani woman’s love affair with
traditional art forms began with the creation of
RUH, a brand that presented women with beautifully
tailored garments. For nearly a decade, she has been
working on the revival of this 17th century art and
attempting to mainstream it. Singhal’s first show
was in Delhi’s Jor Bagh, in 2015, which showcased
80 Pichvai paintings. She formed an atelier of sorts,
where, experienced artists trained the younger ones.
She has exhibited her works at India Art Fair (2016)
and the Kochi Muziris Biennale (2016-2017).
“Although luxury is always perceived as being
expensive and exclusive, a good design or a good
product does not always have to be exorbitant or
unavailable to people who can’t spend a lot of money.
And what has been surprising to see is that even the
consumer of luxury, usually from the wealthy segment
of the society is price is sensitive. Consumers will
always look for a product that justifies the cost, be it
luxury or not,” she says.
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Priyanka Nijhawan
Director, Representations | Nijhawan Group

“The new-age luxury experiences,
comprising high-touch and high-tech
services, local experiences, hightech amenities and personalisation,
will define the future trends of the
luxury Indian traveller”

A

seasoned professional with 11 years of
experience, Priyanka Nijhawan leads the
representation vertical of Nijhawan Group. She
holds a Master’s degree in Computer Science from
King’s College, London, and is skilled to understand,
lead and direct various verticals to accomplish her
business goals.
The group successfully represents tourism boards,
renowned luxury hotel chains and theme parks
across the globe. Under her leadership, the company
grew from servicing five to 15 clients. The group has
now become a leading representation company that
represents tourism boards, finest hospitality brands
and tourist attractions in India, like Ocean Park-Hong
Kong, Dubai Parks & Resorts, Dubai Tourism, Bosnia
Tourism, Adaaran Resorts, (Maldives) The Armani
Hotel (Dubai), Serena Hotels (East Africa), Aitken
Spence Hotels (Sri Lanka) and Harbour Plaza Hotels &
Resorts (Hong Kong), among others.
“The Indian luxury industry is an ever-expanding
domain where millennial travellers are driving
transformation in the hospitality and the travel
sectors. In my opinion, this consumer-driven push
in the travel industry, is driving hoteliers to curate
unique and authentic experiences to keep up
the luxe factor. The new-age luxury experiences,
comprising high-touch and high-tech services,
local experiences, high-tech amenities and
personalisation, will define the future trends of the
luxury Indian traveller,” she says.
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Rachel Goenka

CEO & Founder | The Chocolate Spoon Company

"For me, luxury is all in
the details—luxe fabrics,
intricate detailing and fine
finishes. Something very
simple can also be
uber-luxurious if these
details tick the boxes”

M

iss Rachel Goenka is the founder of an enviable
chain of restaurants, bars and patisseries.
Currently, her restaurant portfolio has 17 outlets and
two central kitchens across Mumbai and Pune.
Graduated with a double degree in Journalism
and English from The Pennsylvania State University,
she was keen to pursue a profession that centred
around food. She went on to attend Ballymaloe
Cookery School in Ireland, where she trained under
celebrity chef Rachel Allen and then moved to Le
Cordon Bleu in London to specialise in patisserie.
Goenka launched The Sassy Spoon and House of
Mandarin in Powai in January 2020. Her first book
Adventures with Mithai, released in October 2019,
explores the world of mithai in a contemporary
format and has 50 original recipes. The title won the
‘Gourmand World Cookbook Awards 2020’ for India
in the category of Pastry & Desserts. She has been
honoured with the Woman Entrepreneur of the
Year at Times Hospitality Icons (2019); the Woman
Empowerment Award by Asia One magazine (2019),
and the Green Crusader Award for sustainability from
the Asif Bhamla Foundation (2019). “For me, luxury is
all in the details—luxe fabrics, intricate detailing and
fine finishes. Something very simple can also be uber
-luxurious if these details tick the boxes,” she says.
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Rajshree Pathy

Founder; Co-Founder| India Design Forum; Kama Ayurveda

“People are
looking for
authentic
experiences
– whether it’s
vacations, travel
or products”

A

rt connoisseur, businesswoman, design
aficionado and philanthropist Rajshree Pathy has
many feathers in her cap. In 2002, she co-founded
Kama Ayurveda, with an aim to globally promote
authentic Ayurveda. The products are used by several
hotels and spas across the globe and has 45 retail
outlets across India.
To promote innovative design thinking and create
awareness about the power of design, she founded
the India Design Forum. In 2016, at the first-ever
London Design Biennale, over 30 nations presented
installations on the theme Utopia by Design. The
forum spearheaded the Indian installation Chakraview
curated by her.
“People are looking for authentic experiences –
whether it’s vacations, travel or products,” she says.
With a keen interest in Indian art and crafts,
design and culture, Pathy promoted Coimbatore
Centre of Contemporary Art, to establish it as an
institution for advanced art, design and architecture.
She was nominated as a Global Leader for Tomorrow
at the World Economic Forum at Davos and was
conferred with the Padma Shri Title (2013) by the
Government of India.
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Renu Oberoi

Founder & Creative Director | Renu Oberoi Luxury Jewellery

“I believe that
diamond and precious
stone jewellery are
family herilooms,
and not a season or
trend-based things. So
create, don’t copy”

S

pecialising in bridal, cocktail and prêt jewellery,
designer Renu Oberoi’s exquisitely wearable
masterpieces are retailed through the House of
Mahesh Notandass Fine Jewels since 2006. A
commerce graduate, she studied fashion designing
at the London College of Fashion, but her love for
gems nudged her towards jewellery design. Back
in 1997, she started to design baubles for her close
friends and family, and carved a niche for herself with
her designs.
Oberoi believes that the Indian brides are
experimental and are open to incorporating versatile
designs for their weddings. Her vision for the coming
years is to develop and produce newer, exuberant
designs with advanced techniques. This chic
designer’s jewellery is 90 per cent handmade created
by trusted artisans at a workshop in Mumbai’s
iconic Zaveri Bazaar. Some of the products from her
collection though, requires micro-pave setting and
are manufactured in a jewellery factory.
“I believe that diamond and precious stone
jewellery are family herilooms, and not a season
or trend-based things. So create, don’t copy.” From
home-grown ventures to a successful business, the
designer now has almost two decades of experience
in haute joaillerie. Today, the entire first floor at
Mahesh Notandass’ store is devoted to jewellery.
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Ritu Kumar
Founder & Designer | Ritu Kumar

“The new order for
the millennial who,
is the new luxury
consumer, is a sense
of elegance brought
in via the highest
level of craftsmanship
and extensively
researched materials”

T

he mistress of threads, Ritu Kumar’s love for
textiles has billowed into a global fashion empire.
Making waves in the fashion industry for 50 years,
she started the boutique culture in India with the
launch of the Ritu Boutique in 1969. Kumar feels
that the Indian luxury industry is ever evolving and
gone are the days when luxury was only limited to
opulence and extravagance. “The new order for
the millennial who, is the new luxury consumer, is a
sense of elegance brought in via the highest level of
craftsmanship and extensively researched materials,”
she says.
The classic label has various sub-brands – Label
Ritu Kumar (contemporary collection), Ritu Kumar
(an ethnic collection) and RI (bridal couture). She
has worked extensively with craftsmen in weaving
districts, creating a positive economic impact and
nurturing their skills, while giving them design
input. Her book Costumes and Textiles of Royal India
(1999) chronicles the history of textiles and art design
in India.
The award-winning designer has been bestowed
the Chevalier Des Arts Et Des Lettres (2008) by the
French Government, the Padma Shri Award (2013)
by the Government of India and the Indira Gandhi
Priyadarshini Award (2007) by the All India National
Unity Conference.
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Samyukta Nair
Entrepreneur & Founder | Clove

“I’ve come to learn to appreciate
the beauty of everyday luxury
within the Indian luxury segment.
Our consumers are proud to own
locally sourced products across
categories, but the price point
is a distinguishing factor in their
approach to brands”

H

otelier and entrepreneur Samyukta Nair shuttles
between Mumbai and London and holds a
Bachelor’s degree in Sociology with Psychology from
The City University, London, UK; M.Sc. in International
Business from The University of Nottingham, UK;
and an Executive MBA from Ecole Hoteliere de
Lausanne, Switzerland.
The Leela Palaces, Hotels & Resorts was
founded by her late grandfather Captain CP Krishnan
Nair, which became her place to learn, invent and
explore. She started off as an associate at The Leela
Palace (Udaipur) in 2008, moving onto New Delhi
and Chennai, where she worked on the interior
design, project development and operations. After
working her way to becoming the Head of Design
and Operations, in 2015, she launched Dandelion,
a sleepwear label. “I’ve come to learn to appreciate
the beauty of everyday luxury within the Indian
luxury segment. Our consumers are proud to own
locally sourced products across categories, but the
price point is a distinguishing factor in their approach
to brands.”
Her ventures include Jamavar (2016), a fine
dining restaurant and Bombay Bustle (2017), a hip and
buzzing eatery – both based in the UK. Clove (2017)
nestled in Mumbai’s historic Art Deco quarter, offers
an array of options in fashion, design and craft.
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Sangita Sinh Kathiwada

Creative Director | Melange & Morarka Centre for Arts

“Most of India’s luxury products
are handmade and therefore
unique. It’s not available in mass
quantities, it’s not available easily
and therefore it’s luxury. It takes
months and months of hardwork to
produce one article of Indian luxury.
To that I bow, that’s my lesson”

A

qualified graphic designer, Sangita Sinh Kathiwada
went on to study jewellery designing, interior
decoration, photography, and silk-screen printing from
Sophia Polytechnic College in the late 70s. In 1992,
she launched Melange, a premier fashion house in
a 100-year-old wine cellar, and currently has three
stores in Mumbai.
Kathiwada is the first among in the country to
introduce sustainable fashion, minimalist designs and
the use of organic fabrics. Her commitment to marry
trending designs with ancient Indian handicrafts,
gave birth to The Morarka Cultural Centre at the
prestigious National Centre for the Performing Arts.
While serving on the board of Osian’s Connoisseurs
of Art Private Limited, she contributed her time to
education and awareness of India’s contemporary
arts and crafts.
“The most important lesson to learn from Indian
luxury is humility. Did I say luxury and humility could
be sisters? Yes, in the Indian context of luxury it is
absolutely true. Most of India’s luxury products are
handmade and therefore unique. It’s not available in
mass quantities, it’s not available easily and therefore
it’s luxury. It takes months and months of hardwork
to produce one article of Indian luxury. To that I bow,
that’s my lesson.” She has even restored several
heritage properties like the Kathiwada Raaj Mahal
(Madhya Pradesh), Navalgadh Haveli (Rajasthan) and
West More Art Deco Bungalow (Mumbai).
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Sarah Gonsalves
Director & Co-Founder | Sarah & Sandeep

“In the past year, I have realised
the importance of creating
overall shopping experience with
the same attention to detail that
I dedicate to finished arments.
Customers don’t invest in the
name anymore, they invest in
the experience”

S

arah Gonsalves co-founded SS HOMME with
Sandeep Gonsalves in 2012, the menswear label.
To pursue her passion of fashion, she studied fashion
designing and construction at the London College of
Fashion and Wigan & Leigh. To explore the world of
fashion up-close-and-personal; and to understand the
nuances of the fashion industry, she started working
with GQ magazine as a fashion stylist. During her
successful stint with the magazine, she conceived the
idea for an Indian bespoke label that could guarantee
a perfect fit along with contemporary design.
Gonsalves conducted extensive research on the
bespoke process in England and Italy before launching
the label. The brand’s clothes are worn by celebrities
like Varun Dhawan, Akash Ambani and Sunil Chhetri.
Her design acumen didn’t go unnoticed and was listed
by GQ India, in their annual GQ 100 Best Dressed List.
“In the past year, I have realised the importance
of creating overall shopping experience with the
same attention to detail that I dedicate to finished
garments. Customers don’t invest in the name
anymore, they invest in the experience. And that
experience starts from the first time they hear of
our brand to the time they make their first purchase
at our store. We pay enough attention to detail to
ensure that this experience is not compromised at
any stage,” she says.
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Seetu Kohli
Founder | Seetu Kohli Home

“Luxury is something that is very
joyful, something which has value,
something that I can look at and
feel happy. And feel a sense of joy
and pride of owning something,
which isn't necessarily expensive”

A

n architect by education, Seetu Kohli has a
penchant for designs and believes luxury is a
way of life. She launched her company Seetu Kohli
Home in Delhi two decades ago and is responsible
for bringing international furniture brands Fendi
Casa, Bentley Home, Trussardi Casa, Roberto Cavalli
Home, Gianfranco Ferre, Etro and Ralph Lauren
Home to India.
The showrooms under her company Ace Maison
in Delhi and Mumbai are often credited with singlehandedly establishing the market for luxury furniture
in India.
Kohli and her team have designed projects that
include a 60,000 sqft sea-facing villa in Tanzania;
private residences in Delhi, Mumbai and Faridabad;
the spa at The Leela Ambience Gurugram Hotel
& Residences; The Westin Kids Club in Gurugram;
Restaurant 56 in Gurugram; Vogue Wedding Show
in Taj Palace, New Delhi and Porsche and Audi
showrooms in Gurugram. And, she is now taking her
business to Doha.
“Luxury is something that is very joyful, something
which has value, something that I can look at and
feel happy. And feel a sense of joy and pride of
owning something, which isn't necessarily expensive,”
says Kohli.
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Shaleena Nathani
Celebrity Stylist & Fashion Curator

"There is greater exposure to
trends thanks to social media,
reality shows and the growth in
travel makes luxe more accessible
and affordable due to the booming
e-commerce industry in India"

C

elebrity fashion curator and an athleisure model,
Shaleena Nathani has spent around 11 years
in the glamour industry. Known for creating great
ensembles for Deepika Padukone’s international and
national appearances, she has also worked with the
likes of Shah Rukh Khan, Madhuri Dixit, Kartik Aaryan,
Bhumi Pednekar, Kiara Advani and Shraddha Kapoor.
A marathoner, Nathani has been a brand friend
of Nike since 2016. She worked with Retro Clothing,
an export house in Mumbai for five years, before
entering in the world of fashion. She has also interned
with Vogue magazine in 2008.
The stylist has been the brand ambassador for
Jaipur Gems, Nike and Estée Lauder and has won
awards like the Stylist of the Year Award by Elle India
(2018). She made her television debut as a mentor
and judge on Myntra Fashion Superstar 2019.
The talented designer thinks that people are
now more open to experimenting and trying new
things. “They have started marrying street with luxe,
choosing styles and brands they believe to be a natural
extension of themselves. There is greater exposure to
trends thanks to social media and reality shows and
the growth in travel makes luxe more accessible and
affordable due to the booming e-commerce industry
in India," says Nathani.
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Shereen Bharwani
Founder & Creative Director| LAOB

“Luxury is a feeling; it’s comfort. It isn’t
grandeur and opulence; it’s in the little
details. It is hospitality that makes you feel
at home, shoes that you can walk in all
day, a handbag that you carry for months
or in-flight services that make you feel like
you’re in your living room”

S

tylist, influencer and blogger Shereen Bharwani
founded fashion, beauty and lifestyle portal,
Love and Other Bugs (LAOB), in 2014, and has 283k
followers on Instagram. She has collaborated with
Maybelline, Nike, Burberry, Fendi, Hermès, Smashbox,
Clinique, H&M, Anamika Khanna, Manisha Malhotra
and other premium and luxury brands in the past.
A former student of London College of Fashion,
Bharwani started her career as a celebrity fashion
stylist in 2010. Today, she is one of the most soughtafter digital influencers and was the only blogger
from India at the Maybelline IT Girl Global Campaign
and Tommy Hilfiger Global Influencer Campaign at
the New York Fashion Week in 2016. During the ICC
Cricket World Cup in 2013, Nike had collaborated with
Bharwani for their hit Bleed Blue campaign.
The style influencer has won the Elle Blogger of
The Year Award (2015) and the Best Fashion Blog
Award by The Indian Fashion Forum (2016). “Luxury is
a feeling; it’s comfort. It isn’t grandeur and opulence;
it’s in the little details. It is hospitality that makes
you feel at home, shoes that you can walk in all day,
a handbag that you carry for months or in-flight
services that make you feel like you’re in your living
room,” says Bharwani.
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Shweta Jain

Vice President-Luxury Commercial & Key Accounts | Diageo India

"The consumer’s appetite for bespoke
experiences in the drinks space
is expanding. And this is evidently
translating into the evolution of serve
rituals and bar experiential becoming
more immersive"

S

hweta Jain has over 15 years of experience in
the spirits and consumer goods industry. In the
past, she has worked with William Grant & Sons,
Pernod Ricard and Gillette & Ogilvy. At Diageo, she
leads the brand’s luxury line and her focus area is
premiumisation strategies for the brand’s portfolio.
Jain has been a part of turnaround journeys of
Chivas, Glenfiddich, Sprite & 100 Pipers, helping her
gain some valuable consumer insights. Her focus
has been on extending the brand portfolio in India
and making it the highest-growing premium spirits
markets in the world.
Diageo India with its diverse portfolio is constantly
innovating to create such curated experiences to
engage with the consumers. "For instance, with
Singleton Sensorium, we crafted a multi-sensory
journey to bring alive the Speyside origins of the
malt and offer an opportunity to deep dive into the
versatility of the Singleton variants," says Jain.
"The consumer’s appetite for bespoke experiences
in the drinks space is expanding. And this is evidently
translating into the evolution of serve rituals and
bar experiential becoming more immersive," says
Jain She adds that the luxury consumer is
increasingly enjoying compelling storytelling narrative
from each brand.
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Simone Arora

Founder, Curator & Designer; Creative Director, Product Development | SIMONE; D’DÉCOR

“In an oversupplied luxury
market, customers are
looking for qualitative
offerings, in varied designs
and colours, utility-based
products, where form meets
function, and is presented
and packaged well”

T

he talented daughter of Zarine and Sanjay Khan,
Simone Arora who married Ajay Arora, the owner
of D’Decor home furnishings, has been instrumental
in building the brand as one of the world’s largest
exporters of home furnishing fabrics.
Arora has worked alongside architect Hafeez
Contractor in the design concept, interior décor
and execution of a residential project, Amore in
Mumbai. She was also responsible for restoring and
to re-energising the fabulous Amarchand Mansion,
located in Colaba, Mumbai. This year, she has also
been involved in designing the interiors of a luxurious,
four-bedroom apartment at Rustomjee Elements in
Mumbai.
“In an oversupplied luxury market, customers
are looking for qualitative offerings, in varied designs
and colours, utility-based products, where form
meets function, and is presented and packaged
well. Today, technology plays an important role in
showcasing the above. Good value is the utmost
priority, especially to the Indian consumer. This would
be the most important learning for the Indian market,
luxury or otherwise. But a true differentiator would
be a signature style that a luxury brand brings to its
product or service. I would say a gratifying customer
experience would be the one that fulfils all these
criteria, she says”
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Simran Lal

CEO; Co-Founder | Good Earth; Paro & Nicobar

“Today, there is appreciation and
understanding of a more quiet
luxury.The consumer has begun
to unapologetically embrace
Indian traditions and a slower,
but more mindful life”

S

imran Lal holds a Bachelor’s degree in History
from the University of Delhi and a Master’s
degree in the History of Art from the University of
Bangalore. Her education in art history instilled in her
a broader appreciation of the cultural legacies woven
into Indian craft histories. It also inspired her Master’s
dissertation on the global economic, cultural and
design impact of Indian chintz.
Lal continued her exploration of arts and to
study Product Development and Merchandising from
New York’s Fashion Institute of Technology. A brief
stint with ABC Carpet and Home in New York, gave
her an insight into a brand that is built on passion
and clever visual merchandising. Her young brand
Nicobar celebrates modern India, while Good Earth,
over two decade old, is a luxury decor store. The
second-generation entrepreneur is involved deeply
in the family business, and keenly studies customer
demands and luxe trends from around the world.
“The Indian luxury market and luxury consumer
have evolved over time. Today, there is appreciation
and understanding of a more quiet luxury. The
consumer has begun to unapologetically embrace
Indian traditions and a slower, but more mindful life.
And their product choices are reflecting this trend.
Natural, organic and sustainable are being privileged
and sought across categories,” says Lal.
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Sonal Holland MW

Founder-Director; Founder-Educator; Founder-Chairperson I
SoHo Wine Club; Sonal Holland Wine Academy; India Wine Awards

“Women have emerged as a
compellingly significant players in
Indian luxury.They seek not only an
experiential but also an experimental
approach to consumption: from enjoying
different styles of wine to travelling to
uncommon destinations and acquiring
new skills to exercising their freedom of
choice in buying products”

M

aster of Wine, Sonal Holland is an awardwinning wine broadcaster, certified wine
educator, consultant and entrepreneur, and Founder
of SoHo Wine Club. The club specialises in bringing an
expertly curated collection of wines from around the
globe, while conducting tutored tastings and hosting
wine experiences for highly discerning consumers in
India.
Holland shattered the glass ceiling when she
was conferred the title of Master of Wine, the first
ever person to claim the salutation from India.
Bestowed by the Institute of Masters of Wine, UK,
it is the most respected epithet in the vino world,
with a present count of only 356 Masters of Wine
across 29 countries. The wine expert’s academy that
she established in 2009. Today, is India’s foremost
institution offering certified WSET wine courses and
consultancy to leading hotels. She has previously
worked as the Divisional Head – Wine & Beverage for
ITC Hotels, and is a Wine Buyer and Consultant for
Foodhall, the luxury food retail store in India.
“Women have emerged as a compellingly
significant players in Indian luxury. They seek not only
an experiential but also an experimental approach to
consumption: from enjoying different styles of wine
to travelling to uncommon destinations and acquiring
new skills to exercising their freedom of choice in
buying products,” says the Master of Wine.
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Sonam Babani
Founder | Fashioneiress

“This year I’ve seen a significant
transition in the mindset of
Indians towards luxury fashion.
Indians are becoming more
open to investing in luxury
fashion, whilst steering away
from investing in diamonds
and jewellery like we have
for generations”

S

onam Babani is a prominent name in the Indian
luxury fashion and travel industry. Going by the
name Fashioneiress, she has been blogging for four
years and has a strong follower base of over 92k+ on
Instagram.
The style diva works with a wide range of luxury
brands such as Hermès, Estée Lauder, Christian
Louboutin, Gucci, Dior, Four Seasons Hotel, among
others; helping them reach an engaged audience. She
is a style consultant to many celebrities, styling them
for appearances for significant occasions. Babani is
currently working on growing her footprint in the
retail space.
To her, luxury means something that is rare or
unattainable, something that’s hard to obtain, like a
trip to the moon or a family heirloom. “This year I’ve
seen a significant transition in the mindset of Indians
towards luxury fashion. Indians are becoming more
open to investing in luxury fashion, whilst steering
away from investing in diamonds and jewellery like
we have for generations,” says the diva.
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Sonam K Ahuja

Actress

“For me, fashion is art...
I’ve learnt to appreciate
each piece for its
uniqueness and for the
story it has to tell, for the
creativity and artistry that
goes behind it”

F

rom an Assistant Director to an actor and then an
entrepreneur, Sonam Kapoor Ahuja has come a
long way. Daughter of Anil Kapoor, the diva started
her career by assisting Sanjay Leela Bhansali for the
iconic movie Black (2005). The shift from direction to
acting happened, when Bhansali signed her for his
movie Saawariya (2006).
The fashion lover has several blockbuster movies
in her kitty such as Raanjhanaa, Bhaag Milkha Bhaag,
Pad Man, Neerja and Sanju. Her recent movie Ek
Ladki Ko Dekha Toh Aisa Laga, Bollywood’s first major
LGBT+ movie won her a lot of praise. This diva has
won a many awards for her performance – including
the Filmfare Award for Best Female Debut for
Saawariya (2008), the BIG Star Entertainment Award
for the Most Entertaining Actor in Social Drama for
Raanjhanaa (2014), the Screen Award for the Best
Actress (Popular Choice) for Khoobsurat (2015),
National Award – Special Mention for Neerja (2017).
From 2012 to 2016, she was listed in Forbes
India’s Celebrity 100, a list based on income and
popularity. Two years ago, she turned an entrepreneur
launching her high street fashion brand RHESON with
her sister Rhea Kapoor. The clothes from this store
are now stocked in stores across India and are also
available online. “For me, fashion is art... I’ve learnt to
appreciate each piece for its uniqueness and for the
story it has to tell, for the creativity and artistry that
goes behind it,” says Kapoor.
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Tina Tahiliani Parikh
Director | ENSEMBLE India

“Think long term.The
industry is changing
rapidly with so many
disruptions that
trends today might be
unrecognisable after a
few years”

W

ith a Bachelor’s degree in Economics and a
Masters in International Policy from Stanford
University, California, Tahiliani-Parikh stepped into
the professional world as a financial analyst at The
First Boston Corporation, San Francisco. She moved to
fashion in 1990, when she took over merchandising,
marketing, finance, operations and strategic direction
of ENSEMBLE. The store has three outlets in Mumbai
and two in Delhi. The multi-brand store is known for
its contemporary, traditional couture collections from
the country’s leading designers.
She thinks that India provides a lot of
opportunities for bricks and mortar as well as
e-commerce companies. For this retailer, time is the
biggest luxury, as it allows her to live each day to the
fullest. “Think long term. The industry is changing
rapidly with so many disruptions that trends today
might be unrecognisable after a few years.”
Tahiliani-Parikh was featured in the annual
Business of Fashion 500 (#BOF500) List of People
Shaping the Global Fashion Industry 2018 and Women
in the Driving Seat—Exemplary Contribution Fashion
award at the Lavasa Women’s Drive in 2012.
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Varuna D Jani
Founder| Varuna D Jani Fine Jewellery Pvt Ltd

“The meaning of luxury
has changed. It’s no
longer about the most
expensive piece. Newage consumers want
something that is truly
unique and personlised”

L

aunched in 2008, the Varuna D Jani label has set
new benchmarks for design and innovation in the
jewellery industry. Hailing from the family behind
Popley, one of India’s most renowned jewellers,
she had developed an interest in jewels quite early
on in life.
At the tender age of eight, she would accompany
her father to Zaveri Bazaar, Mumbai and sketch
designs. In 2006, after returning from her 14 years of
stay in Dubai, she assisted her father and learnt the
nitty-gritty of the jewellery business. Late in 2008, she
launched her eponymous label that offers bespoke
fine diamond jewellery. “The meaning of luxury has
changed. It’s no longer about the most expensive
piece. New-age consumers want something that is
truly unique and personlised,” says Jani.
Even without any formal training, Jani designs
pieces and has been a recipient of ‘GR8! Women
Awards for Jewellery’ (2012), ‘Power Brands
leadership’ – Rising Jewellery Entrepreneur (2012),
‘Best Jewellery Designer’ – India Bullion and Jewellers
Association (2014), ‘Creative Jewellery Style’ – GJTCI
Excellence Awards (2014), Brands Academy Indian
of the Year (2017) and Times Retail Icon for Born to
Adorn – (2017 & 2018).
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Vinti Lodha
Advisor | Lodha Luxury

“I have learnt that
luxury is not just about
something tangible,
it is also the holistic
experience that
matters to the modern
consumer today”

I

n India, fewer firms have managed to bring in the
luxe element in the real estate industry, but there’s
possibly only one company that has redefined luxury
living – the Lodha Group. And Vinti Lodha, arguably
the face of Lodha Luxury, has contributed vastly to it.
A Sociology and Law graduate from Jesus and
Mary College (2001) and a Law degree from Delhi Law
Faculty (2004), this young Lodha aims to redefine the
luxury market in India. Probably the only woman to
lead the luxury brand of a real estate company, she
has played an integral role in transforming Mumbai’s
skyline, by bringing in the world’s best brands like
Armani CASA, The Trump Organization, Jade Jagger,
Kelly Hoppen, Philippe Starck, and Quintessentially to
the megacity. She procured the Pablo Picasso painting
La Plage, Juan-les-Pins, which is now placed in the Tea
Room of the Lodha Altamount property.
“The Indian luxury industry is witnessing a
paradigm shift. It’s not just about the brand name.
People want unique and rare products. They now
aspire to own things which no one else owns, those
that are tailored to their own tastes. I have learnt that
luxury is not just about something tangible, it is also
the holistic experience that matters to the modern
consumer today,” says Lodha.
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